
                          Heswallian Party Manifesto  

Let’s put the ‘great’ back in Great Britain! 

St Peter’s School and the area of Heswall, a flourishing community, is home to many hard-working and committed 

citizens who deserve the best possible life chances and a full, active future. In the Heswallian Party’s regard, our children 

– our future – and your views should be at the centre of our work so that YOU get the best life chances. Let’s make 

Heswall great – let’s put the Great back in Great Britain!  

Education 

In all respects, our education system is worryingly outdated: children are not prepared for their future employment. Our 

Victorian-style tuition is not how children should be learning in 2017! A vote for us will mean their destiny will be in safe 

hands.  

In order to create a more modern atmosphere in our schools we aim to improve to an entirely computer-based 

curriculum, allowing pupils to type their work and email in their homework as would be the case in the real world! This 

will, in turn, reduce the funds spent on photocopying, paper and exercise books. To prepare our children to be 

employees of the future, we will invite various professions to develop skills in the classroom including problem solving, 

resilience and self-motivation. A shocking £30 billion is spent on nuclear weapons each year – this will be redirected to 

fund our new school’s curriculum; investing in education, not destruction! 

Community 

Our town is a creative, wonderful, environmentally-friendly community but are you getting the luxury and leisurely 

lifestyle that you and your family deserve? We believe that the answer is no…YET! 

The Heswallian party will seek to enhance the chances of a fun-filled life by devising a plan to transform old shops into 

free youth clubs for teens and a leisure centre for all purposes – especially family fun. Entry will be free for families 

outside of school hours. The spacious fields and woods near Thurstaston will be put to better use, including a tree-based 

playground with obstacle course with a focus on agility and fitness. By finally taxing large companies (such as Amazon 

and Uber), we plan to create enough funds for this worthwhile project and many others like it.  

School Dinners 

If your children are so important to you then why not feed the high calibre food? Current provision is cash rich and 

quality poor. If you agree, a vote for us will ensure the bar is raised and quickly! 

The Heswallian party will ensure that companies are offered the opportunity to bid for the role with all pupils and 

parents having the opportunity to test the food before we decide whole will take up the role of being our new school 

chefs. A larger variety of break time snacks will also be offered as there are many who would appreciate more choice. 

The could include: croissants, toast, bacon butties or fruit kebabs. We think we’d all pay a little more for a huge 

improvement in quality! 

Health 

Unfortunately, the NHS are over worked and underfunded. The seriously ill are forced to wait for longer than 

expected and people don’t always get the high quality treatment they deserve. 

The Heswallian party have discussed the crucial subject of health and we believe the key to improving the 

health of our nation is teaching the younger generation about drugs, alcohol, cigarettes and the drastic effect 

they have on your body. The NHS will then be able to deal with the real illnesses, not those that have inflicted 

pain on themselves! 

Together we can build a brighter and more active future for all of Heswall. The Heswallian Party – let’s put the 

GREAT back in Great Britain! 


